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              In contrast to the bulk of the tumor, a subset of cancer cells called cancer

         stem cells (CSC; or tumor-initiating cells) is characterized by self-renewal,

       unlimited proliferative potential, expression of multidrug resistance proteins,

         active DNA repair capacity, apoptosis resistance, and a considerable devel-

         opmental plasticity. Due to these properties, CSCs display increased resis-

         tance to chemo- and radiotherapy. Recent findings indicate that aberrant

       functions of proteoglycans (PGs) and glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) con-

          tribute substantially to the CSC phenotype and therapeutic resistance. In this

          review, we summarize how the diverse functions of the glycoproteins and

        carbohydrates facilitate acquisition and maintenance of the CSC phenotype,

           and how this knowledge can be exploited to develop novel anticancer thera-

         pies. For example, the large transmembrane chondroitin sulfate PG NG2/

           CSPG4 marks stem cell (SC) populations in brain tumors. Cell surface hep-

           aran sulfate PGs of the syndecan and glypican families modulate the stem-

        ness-associated Wnt, hedgehog, and notch signaling pathways, whereas the

           interplay of hyaluronan in the SC niche with CSC CD44 determines the

        maintenance of stemness and promotes therapeutic resistance. A better

          understanding of the molecular mechanisms by which PGs and GAGs regu-

         late CSC function will aid the development of targeted therapeutic

         approaches which could avoid relapse after an otherwise successful conven-

         tional therapy. Chimeric antigen receptor T cells, PG-primed dendritic cells,

       PG-targeted antibody drug conjugates, and inhibitory peptides and glycans–

        have already shown highly promising results in preclinical models.

Introduction

      Differentiated tissues self-renew and regenerate due to

       the activity of stem cells (SCs), a long-lived

       subpopulation of cells capable of asymmetric cell divi-

         sion. This process generates a daughter SC and a cell
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      which can undergo transient amplifications and ulti-

        mately differentiation into a given cell type or tissue

        [1] (Fig. 1A). Several independent cell tracing and lin-

      eage studies strongly support that malignancies origi-

        nate from a small population of SC-like cells with

      increased tumor-seeding ability. Such cells are referred

        to as tumor-initiating cells or cancer SCs (CSCs) [1,2].

        CSCs are the subpopulation of cells within a tumor

      that can self-renew, differentiate into multiple lineages,

        and drive tumor growth. As CSCs exhibit drug resis-

        tance due to a high DNA repair capacity, ATP-bind-

     ing cassette (ABC) transporter expression, and

      apoptosis resistance, they may represent a subpopula-

       tion of tumor cells particularly therapeutic resistant to

    chemotherapy/radiotherapy [1,2]. Tumors are embed-

        ded in an extracellular matrix (ECM) consisting of a

     network of proteoglycans (PGs), large glycoproteins

        such as collagen, fibronectin, or laminin, they are nor-

       mally excellently connected to the vascular system and

      additionally interact with different cells of their

    microenvironment like fibroblasts, macrophages, and

      lymphocytes [3,4]. This complex network causes and

       determines an organ-like structure with tumor cells at

       different stages of (de)differentiation. The main part of

        a tumor, the so-called tumor bulk refers to tumor

        growth whereas some rare tumor cells which reside in

          special niches often rarely or even do not divide and in

        so far do not contribute to long-term tumor growth.

      These cells possess SC characteristics combined with

     explicit strategies to survive therapeutic interventions

        [2]. Similar to normal SCs, the CSCs bear self-renewal

       potential, can differentiate, and are able to develop

         tumor tissue. The origin of CSCs is still under discus-

       sion. According to current hypotheses, they can arise

      by acquisition of cumulative mutations and epigenetic

      modifications of normal tissue SCs or differentiated

        somatic cells [1,2]. CSCs can also develop from non-

       stem cancer cells which dedifferentiate, this could hap-

        pen spontaneously or induced by cytokines such as IL-

          6 [5,6]. Finally, a loss of dependency on the SC niche

        may be an important step in tumor progression [1]

        (Fig. 1B). In an experimental setting, a strong indica-

          tion for the stemness of a cancer cell is its repeated

    adoptive transfer into immunocompromised mice

       (NOD/SCID mice). The inoculation of some few CSCs

       in this xenotransplantation assay is enough to generate

         a tumor with all its facets, whereas thousands of non-

       CSCs could not [1,2]. CSCs possess characteristic fea-

      tures which enable their identification and isolation

         out of tumor samples and cell lines. The plethora of

       markers defining CSCs is highly variable for different

        cancer types and comprise of cell surface markers as

      well as specific physiological features [e.g., expression

      of CD133, CD44, CD90, ESA, aldehyde dehydroge-

      nase (ALDH), and multidrug resistance boxes, etc.].

         Even in an entity such as breast cancer, the variability

      for CSC characteristics persists and both ESA /+

   CD44 /CD24 /low/lin- and CD90low/CD44 and+  +

   CD44 /CD24 /low/ALDHhigh define stemness of+ 

        breast cancer cells [2]. CSCs reside in specific niches

      inside the tumor, composed of fibroblasts, tumor-

          Fig. 1. The CSC concep t. (A) Physiological stem cell function. SCs

           reside in a S C niche consisting of cells and an ECM environment

         that provides signals which keep the SC in an undifferentiated

           state. Asymmetric cell division of the SC results in a generation of

          a daughter cell with SC properties, and a second daughter cell

       which can progressively undergo differe ntiation via a transient

       amplifying (TA) state, ultimately generating a differentiated cell

          type which fulfils a defined function within the body (e.g., an

       epithelium, as depicted here). (B) Different mechanisms are

         thought to generate CSCs. CSCs may arise through (1) direct

           conversion of a SC into a CSC capable of generating bulk tumor

         cells, (2) mechanisms that confer niche independence to the CSC,

            (3) mutations in TA cells may lead to the acquisition of a CSC

          state, and (4) mutations in differentiated cells may lead to the

    acquisition of (cancer) SC-like properties.
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     associated monocytes and macrophages (TAMs) and

        regulatory T cells as well as defined growth factors

      and cytokines. Together, these components form an

    optimal microenvironment responsible for intercellular

     communication, cell nutrition, signal transduction, and

        cell fate [1,3]. Especially TAMs were described to cre-

       ate a breast CSC niche through juxtacrine signaling

     with CSCs [3,7]. Also, cancer-associated fibroblasts,

         one of the most influential cell types in the tumor

       stroma, can promote a CSC-like phenotype [8]. Fur-

       thermore, the special configuration of the SC niche

       contributes to the resistance of CSCs to standard

      chemotherapy and radiotherapy and thus to relapse

        after treatment [1,2,8]. As will be demonstrated in the

    following sections, PGs and glycosaminoglycans

       (GAGs) have emerged as important modulators of the

       cancer SC phenotype, and as novel therapeutic targets

  in malignant disease.

 Proteoglycans and
glycosaminoglycans—versatile

   multifunctional integrators of signal
   transduction and extracellular matrix

function

       Proteoglycans are glycoproteins of cell surfaces and the

       ECM which are characterized by the covalent modifica-

         tion with a carbohydrate chain of the GAG type [4].

       GAGs are non-branched linear chains of repetitive dis-

      accharide units, including heparan sulfate (HS; -N

acetylglucosamine- -a  L D-iduronic acid/ -b -glucuronic

      acid), chondroitin sulfate (CS), and dermatan sulfate

 (DS, -acetyl- -N b   D D-galactosamine- -glucuronic acid; DS

        is derived from CS by C5-epimerization of the -b D-glu-

     curonic acid residue), keratan sulfate ( -acetyl- -N b D-glu-

cosamine- -b    D-galactose), and hyaluronic acid/

  hyaluronan (HA, -acetyl- -N b D D-glucosamine- -glu-

         curonic acid), the only GAG that is synthesized at the

     plasma membrane. Through variable sulfation reactions

        occurring in a sequential manner in the Golgi appara-

        tus, and/or due to the presence of carboxylate residues,

        GAGs have a highly negative charge that enables the

        binding of a plethora of positively charged ligands [4,9].

        PGs can be grouped according to their GAG substitu-

       tion, their core protein sequence, and their subcellular

       localization [4]. As reviewed in more detail elsewhere

       [3,4,9], PGs and GAGs have numerous cellular func-

         tions, many of which are linked to their capability to

      physically and functionally interact with signaling mole-

       cules and their receptors (ranging from receptor tyrosine

      kinases to G-protein coupled receptors), and with a–

       multitude of ECM proteins [4]. Notably, several PGs

      and GAGs are misexpressed in cancers, constituting

      prognostic markers, and contributing to tumor progres-

        sion via the modulation of virtually all Hallmarks of

         Cancer [9]. Due to space limitations, we will focus on

       selected examples with relevance to SC function. Indeed,

        several reports showed a contribution of PGs to SC

     maintenance and differentiation: In embryonic SCs

       (ESCs), HSPG expression is involved in the self-renewal

        and also in the differentiation of committed cells to

       specific lineages through a promotion of signaling via

       the Wnt, fibroblast growth factor (FGF), and BMP

      pathways [10,11]. For example, HSPG expression levels

       and GAG composition were crucial for the maintenance

        of self-renewal of pluripotent cells and also for differen-

         tiation to a specific cell fate [12–15]. During the transi-

        tion of ESCs from an undifferentiated to a committed

        cell type, the level of HS sulfation was increased,

      whereas inhibition of sulfation accelerated neural differ-

      entiation [10,16]. Moreover, murine ES cells carrying

        mutations in HS biosynthetic genes (Ext1) were not cap-

       able to differentiate upon withdrawal of leukemia inhi-

      bitory factor. Supporting this observation, deletion of

         Ndst1/2 in murine ES cells reduced FGF binding due to

        reduced sulfation, and cells were not able to differentiate

        into a specific lineage fate [10]. Overall, these data

        underscore the importance of PGs and GAGs in physio-

        logical SC function. In the following section, we will

        present selected examples of PGs and GAGs with a

    well-documented role in CSC function.

    Proteoglycans as modulators of the
    cancer stem cell phenotype and

 therapeutic resistance

   Syndecan-1 a multifunctional integrator of—

    signaling at the cell surface

      Via interactions with cytokines and morphogens, cell

      surface PGs integrate multiple signaling events relevant

        to SC function, including the Notch, Wnt, and hedge-

      hog signaling pathways [3,4,9]. Several studies have

      revealed a functional role of the transmembrane

      HSPG syndecan-1 (Sdc-1, CD138) in CSCs. siRNA-

       mediated knockdown of Sdc-1 in the human breast

      cancer cell lines MCF-7 (an estrogen-receptor positive,

       low invasive, cell line which retains epithelial charac-

     teristics) and MDA-MB-231 (an aggressive, highly

      dedifferentiated triple-negative cell line) resulted in a

     significant reduction of several stemness-related pheno-

      typic characteristics, including the side population (SP)

    phenotype, ALDH-1 activity, the CD44( )CD24( /+ 

      low) phenotype (in MDA-MB-231 cells), and the

      capacity to form 3-dimensional spheres under nonad-

       herent cell culture conditions [17]. At the molecular
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       level, the reduction of syndecan-1 expression was asso-

        ciated with reduced expression of a coreceptor for Wnt

      signaling, LRP-6, and reduced expression and activa-

      tion of components of the IL-6/LIF-signaling pathway,

       in accordance with the coreceptor role of syndecan-1

    for cytokine-mediated signaling. While Sdc-1-depleted

      MDA-MB-231 cells show increased resistance to radio-

          therapy [6], this effect may be due to anin vitro

      increased activation of focal adhesion kinase rather

       than an altered CSC phenotype. In contrast, high

        expression of Sdc-1 is associated with a poor response

        to chemotherapy in breast cancer [18], which would be

        consistent with the results regarding a reduc-in vitro

        tion of SP phenotype of Sdc-1-depleted cells [17]. In

         an extension of this work, the authors studied the role

     of syndecan-1 in triple-negative inflammatory breast

       cancer, a particularly aggressive form of breast cancer

        [19]. Comparing the expression of Sdc-1 and the CSC

      markers CD44, Notch-1 and -3 by immunohistochem-

       istry and qPCR in tumor specimens of inflammatory

     breast cancer and noninflammatory breast cancer

       patients, the authors found an upregulation and signif-

      icant positive correlation of Sdc-1 expression with

      CD44, Notch-1, and Notch-3 in inflammatory com-

       pared to non-inflammatory breast cancer. At the func-

       tional level, Ibrahim . [19] demonstrated thatet al

      siRNA knockdown of Sdc-1 in the inflammatory

       breast cancer cell line SUM-149 and the HER2-posi-

        tive cell line SK-BR3 resulted in reduced 3D spheroid

       and colony formation, a reduction of ALDH1 activity,

       and a reduction of the CD44( )CD24( /low) subset as+ 

      CSC markers. Furthermore, expression of Notch-1, -2,

        -3, -4 and of their downstream target, the transcription

       factor Hey-1, was reduced in SUM-149 cells following

   syndecan-1 knockdown. Pharmacological inhibitor

    assays demonstrated that syndecan-1 knockdown

        resulted in a downregulation of components of the IL-

     6-/STAT3-/NF-KB/ and Akt-signaling pathways in a

     Notch activation-dependent manner, providing a func-

    tional link between syndecan-1-modulated signaling

     pathways and the stemness-associated notch pathway.

        Apart from a molecular role between Sdc-1 and the

      notch signaling pathway, an important function in

     Wnt-signaling has been documented. Caroline Alexan-

       der and coworkers crossed Sdc-1-deficient mice to a

     mouse model breast carcinogenesis, which transgeni-

       cally overexpressed the Wnt1 oncogene in a tissue-

      specific manner in the mammary glands [20,21].

       Extending their initial observation that the absence of

      Sdc-1 reduced Wnt-induced hyperplasia by 70%, and

        reduced tumor formation to an even larger extent, they

        could show that the number of cells responsive to

     beta-catenin/TCF transactivation was reduced by 50%

         in Sdc-1 knockout mice, and that the number of SP

       cells was significantly reduced in these mice, suggesting

         that Sdc-1 is required to create or stabilize the beta-

     catenin/TCF-responsive CSC precursor cells in the

      murine mammary gland [20]. While specific sulfation

      patters of HS (in particular increased 3- -sulfation)O

       have been shown to increase expression of beta-catenin

      and the Wnt-dependent transcription factor TCF4 in

       human breast cancer cells [22], Sdc-1 knockout mouse

       cells showed compensatory effects with respect to the

       substitution of other PGs with GAG chains [20].

       Finally, the authors showed that Sdc-1 is heteroge-

      neously expressed in the hematopoietic SC fraction,

       and that juvenile Sdc-1-deficient cells are resistant to

      carcinogen-induced tumor formation not only in the

         mammary gland but also to skin, lung, and liver can-

        cer and lymphoma, confirming its role as an important

        modulator of CSC function [21]. Indeed, a role for

        syndecan-1 in CSC function has not only been demon-

        strated for breast cancer: In prostate cancer, Sdc-1 is

      required for maintaining the stability of tumor-initiat-

        ing clonogenic cells , and for the CD133( )/in vitro +

       CD44( ) cell population [23]. Notably, the+ in vivo

      authors found that Sdc-1 gene knockdown significantly

     enhanced chemotherapeutic efficacy by inhibiting the

     docetaxel-induced increase in the CSC population

          in vivo. Sdc-1 has been suggested as a colon CSC mar-

        ker due to its expression in a colon cancer-initiating

        cell line, and in liposarcoma, where it promoted undif-

     ferentiated adipocyte progenitor cell proliferation and

      inhibited their differentiation [2,24]. In multiple mye-

       loma, one of the most frequent hematological malig-

      nancies, Sdc-1/CD138 serves as a prognostic marker;

        however, its role regarding a CSC phenotype is contro-

      versial [25–27]. Different studies suggested that a

       clonogenic Sdc-1-low/- cell type serves as a precursor

       for more differentiated Sdc-1 cells. These cells are+

       more resistant to chemotherapy due to high drug

      efflux and intracellular drug detoxification activity as

        determined by SP and ALDH assay, and are more

       capable of forming tumors [25,26]. Hypoxiain vivo

    and bidirectional myeloma stroma cell interactions–

       have been identified as factors responsible for Sdc-1

     downregulation [25,27]. In contrast, other studies

       could not find a difference in the stemness-associated

       properties of Sdc-1 positive and negative multiple mye-

       loma cell populations, showed the presence of Sdc-1

        positive rather than negative cells in the multiple mye-

        loma cell (line) SP and in clonogenic cells, enrichment

       for pathogenetic properties in the Sdc-1 positive cell

     population, and responsiveness of the Sdc-1-positive

     cell population to the stemness-associated hedgehog

      and IL-6 signaling pathways, which were associated
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     with chemotherapeutic resistance [25,28,29]. The kinet-

        ics of conversion of a Sdc-1-low into a Sdc-1-positive

      population and the modulation of Sdc-1 expression

       and shedding status by the HS-degrading enzyme hep-

       aranase may partially account for these seemingly con-

  tradictory data [30].

       The functional involvement of Sdc-1 as a modulator

        of CSC functions marks this HSPG as a potential

      therapeutic target. Indeed, a therapeutic targeting of

      Sdc-1 by antibody drug conjugates has been proposed–

         as a therapy for myeloma already 20 years ago: Post

        et al. [31] demonstrated that a combination of the

     chemotherapeutic doxorubicin with an anti-Sdc-1 mon-

   oclonal antibody immunotoxin conjugate showed–

     additive therapeutic effects with the chemotherapy

      toward myeloma cell lines and patient-derived mye-

       loma cells, and beneficial effects particularly on drug-

      resistance tumor cells. Later studies demonstrated a

      substantial increase in survival of multiple myeloma

    xenografted mice subjected to anti-Sdc-1-radioim-

      munotherapy [32]. Notably, an independent pilot study

     demonstrated the feasibility of anti-Sdc-1 radioim-

     munotherapy in multiple myeloma. However, besides

        the promising observation of a remission of one of

         four patients, the need to eliminate side effects of the

      treatment became apparent [33]. Finally, inhibition of

        Sdc-1 in a melanoma xenograft model resulted in a

       substantial reduction of vascular mimicry, and in a

      highly synergistic therapeutic effect with the L19-IL2

    immunocytokine in this model [34].

  Glypicans membrane-anchored modulators of—

 morphogen signaling

    Apart from the transmembrane-anchored syndecans,

  the glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored glypicans

         constitute a major family of six cell surface PGs with

      relevance to CSC function [3,4]. During development,

        both GAG chains and core proteins of glypicans sup-

       port the generation of morphogen gradients and mod-

     ulate signaling through the stemness-associated Wnt,

       hedgehog, and FGF pathways [4,9]. For example, the

     two glypicans differentially regulate follicleDrosophila

      SC maintenance and competitiveness for niche occu-

       pancy via the Jak/Stat, Wingless, and Hedgehog path-

       ways [35], whereas 2- -sulfated HS chains attached toO

       glypican 5 promote the proliferation of neural progeni-

         tor cells by acting as coreceptors for the sonic hedge-

       hog pathway [36]. These functions are not only

        relevant for physiological SC function but also in the

       context of CSCs: Based on studies in glypican-4

        mutant murine ESCs, it has been proposed that this

        HSPG plays a role in fine-tuning and preserving self-

      renewal and pluripotency through the modulation of

     Wnt/beta-catenin signaling [37]. Notably, the authors

      could demonstrate that while impairment of glypican-4

       function in ES cells disrupts teratoma formation, it

      does not compromise pluripotency , suggestingin vivo

        that this PG is capable of uncoupling pluripotent SC

     differentiation from tumorigenic potential in this

       experimental model. While a recent study in pancreatic

        cancer cells confirmed a role for glypican-4 in Wnt/

      beta catenin signaling, the authors could demonstrate

         that a targeting of the HSPG resulted in an attenua-

        tion of SC properties, which was associated with an

    increased susceptibility to 5-fluorouracil chemotherapy

          [38]. It has, however, to be considered that in the first

        case, ES cells were studied, whereas the latter study

      was investigating cells that had undergone malignant

      transformation (and were thus harboring major genetic

      alterations). Another member of the glypican family,

        glypican-3 is not only coexpressed with SC markers in

       ES cells, hepatic progenitor cells, and rhabdoid and

         germ cell tumors [4,9,39], but it has also been pro-

        posed to be the target for malignant transformation in

       an animal model of chemically induced hepatic car-

      cinogenesis, following the classical concept of conver-

         sion of a SC into a CSC through mutagenesis [39].

           However, as a caveat, it has to be noted that there is

        no clear evidence so far that therapies targeting glypi-

       can-3 in hepatocellular carcinoma are acting on the

         CSC population, as this PG is widely expressed in the

        bulk of liver tumor cells. As dysregulation of glypican

      expression is mechanistically related to tumor progres-

         sion in a variety of tumor entities [3,4,9], their target-

       ing has emerged as an approach to overcome

      therapeutic resistance. In this context, several studies

       have explored the effect of an anti-glypican-3 primed

     immunotherapy. A therapeutic effect was demon-

      strated in the case of glypican-3-expressing ES-cell-

        derived dendritic cells in a model of murine melanoma

         [40], of primed dendritic cells in a xenograft model of

      hepatocellular carcinoma [41], and in a patient-derived

     xenograft model of hepatocellular carcinoma subjected

      to anti-Glypican-3 chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T-

  cell treatment [42].

    NG2/CSPG4 a giant proteoglycan marks cancer—

    stem cells in the brain

        Apart from HSPGs, selected CSPGs play a role in

        CSCs. The 2322 amino acid large type I transmem-

       brane CSPG NG2/CSPG4 serves as a marker for

      tumor-initiating cells in glioblastoma [43]. Apart from

        its CS GAG substitution, the large ectodomain is char-

    acterized by laminin-like, cadherin-like, and
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     carbohydrate-substituted domains, allowing for a mul-

      titude of ligand interactions. These include numerous

       ECM molecules, integrins, and growth factors such as

        FGF and PDGF [4]. Indeed, a coreceptor function of

        NG2 for PDGFR appears to be important for the

        responsiveness of progenitor cells to PDGF [44]. In an

   experimental model of -ethyl- -nitrosourea-inducedN N

     gliomagenesis, NG2-positive glial precursor cells were

        identified as a key target cell population [4]. Interest-

      ingly, aberrant regulation of NG2 endocytosis by

       knockout of the tumor suppressor Lgl1 in murine

      oligodendrocyte precursor cells induces glioma-in vivo

      genesis, thus offering an additional mechanism by

        which benign precursor cells can be converted into a

       CSC [45]. NG2-expressing precursor cells show a con-

     siderable developmental plasticity: Activation of notch

      signaling was shown to induce pericyte-like differentia-

      tion in NG2-positive glioblastoma CSCs, thus con-

     tributing to vessel stabilization during tumor

       angiogenesis [46]. While these data provide strong evi-

             dence for a role of NG2 in CSCs, it is not fully clear if

          the GAG moieties, or one or more of the other func-

         tional domains of this giant PG are responsible for the

     stemness-related functions. Regarding a possible link

       of the stemness-associated functions of NG2 to thera-

         peutic resistance, it could be shown that a high expres-

         sion of NG2 is associated with a poor prognosis and

     resistance to radiotherapy in glioblastoma, character-

       ized by induction of reactive oxygen species scavenging

      enzymes and enhanced DNA damage signaling [43].

     Moreover, NG2 promoted chemoresistance via activa-

      tion of integrin-mediated PI3K/Akt signaling [47]. It

        remains to be shown which proportion of the observed

        therapeutic resistance is due to an association of NG2

   with the CSC phenotype.

     Several preclinical studies have successfully demon-

       strated antitumoral effects of a targeting of NG2.

      These include the successful combination of anti-NG2

      antibodies with induction chemotherapy in B-cell acute

     lymphoblastic leukemia [48] and NG2-directed CAR-T

      cells which proved to efficiently target glioblastoma

 CSCs [49].

   Hyaluronic acid CD44 interactions in–

   cancer stem cell function

      The stemness properties and subsequent growth of

       CSC are highly influenced by the tumor microenviron-

       ment [1]. Among the different components of tumor

      microenvironment, HA constitutes a major GAG. In

        contrast to other GAGs, HA is not covalently bound

          onto a core protein to form a PG. HA can interact

      with numerous cell membrane receptors such as

     receptor for HA-mediated motility, CD44, LYVE-1,

        among others; CD44 being the main HA receptor and

       the furthest studied in cancer progression [50]. More-

         over, some PGs can bind to HA by link modules,

     forming supramolecular complexes [51]. Notably, ele-

        vated levels of HA and its receptors correlate with

       poor prognosis and survival in cancer patients [50].

       Moreover, it has been amply demonstrated that HA

     promotes tumor development and angiogenesis by

       enhancing the recruitment of stromal cells, such as

    fibroblasts, macrophages, endothelial, and mesenchy-

   mal SCs (MSCs) [52].

        CD44 is a type I transmembrane protein that is

      expressed by numerous healthy and malignant cell

        types [50]. The single gene encoding CD44 is com-

        prised of 20 exons. Structural diversity is generated by

        alternative splicing of 10 of these exons, thus generat-

       ing CD44 variants (CD44v). CD44 protein is com-

       posed of an N-terminal extracellular domain, which is

     followed by a membrane-proximal stalk-like region

      encoded by variant exons, a single transmembrane

       region and a cytoplasmic tail. [50]. The extracellular

      domain contains multiple - and -glycosylation sitesN O

     and consensus sequences for documented GAG-attach-

       ment. The non-variable first five CD44 exons binding

       sites for several ECM constituents, thus enabling inter-

        actions with HA and other GAGs [50,52]. A single

       point mutation in the most N-terminal HA binding

       motif abolishes both HA and CS binding, suggesting

        that the HA binding motifs are responsible for the

       majority of CD44-GAG interactions at the cell surface

        [53]. Usage of alternatively spliced exons alters the size

       of CD44 and modifies signaling events downstream of

       CD44. Of note, some CD44v isoforms contain specific

    post-translational modifications. For example, CD44v3

       can be substituted with HS, allowing for interactions

      with heparin-binding proteins such as FGF-2 [54],

        whereas CD44v6 harbors a binding site for the proan-

      giogenic growth factors, HGF and VEGF [50,52].

        While there is ample evidence for the association of

       defined CD44 variants with specific tumor entities and

     their initiation and progression, CD44v isoform

        expression in CSCs has not yet been fully defined.

        However, CD44 has been identified as a typical stem

        and CSC surface marker in several types of cancer,

      individually or in combination with other markers

       [50]. Importantly, an increase in CD44 expression cor-

      relates with tumor recurrence after antitumoral treat-

     ment in breast cancer xenografts [53,55].

      Interactions between HA and CD44 have been

        shown to play essential roles in tumor cell survival,

     angiogenesis, metastasis, and drug resistance. Even

     more, a HA-rich tumor microenvironment affects
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      several processes that favor the self-renewal, migration,

        and establishment of CSC in different niches. Figure 2

      summarizes key functions of HA CD44 interactions in–

        CSCs, as discussed in the following sections of the

review.

    HA CD44 interaction in EMT and–

  maintenance of stemness

   Epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) disrupts

        epithelial polarity and cell cell adhesion that lead to a–

      SC-like phenotype, providing tumor cells with migra-

      tory and invasive properties. The EMT program

      requires extensively regulated changes in gene expres-

       sion that are directly influenced by signaling pathways

       that respond to extracellular cues [1,6,9,56]. EMT and

      CSCs generation have been related to transforming

    growth factor-beta (TGF- ) signaling. Notably,b

      Bourguignon . have demonstrated that TGF- RIet al b

       contains a CD44-binding site, and the HA-CD44 inter-

       action induces the formation of a complex between

      CD44 and TGF- RI that activates the serine/threonineb

       kinase activity of TGF- RI in metastatic breast cancerb

      cells. Most importantly, TGF- RI kinase activated byb

      HA phosphorylates CD44, which enhances its binding

      interaction with the cytoskeletal protein ankyrin, lead-

       ing to HA-mediated cell migration, and favoring EMT

       in breast tumor cells [56]. Functionally, treatment with

     TGF- 1 induced the mesenchymal phenotype inb

      CD44 hepatocellular carcinoma cells, and loss of+

    CD44 inhibited TGF- -mediated vimentin expression,b

    mesenchymal morphology, and tumor invasiveness

[57].

     The expression of EMT-associated transcription fac-

     tors dynamically changes during HA-induced EMT.

       El-Haibi have demonstrated that the interactionet al.

                       Fig. 2. Role of the HA CD44 axis in CSC functions. The interaction between HA and CD44 plays essential roles in tumor cell survival , drug–

                resistance, and metastasis. Even more, a HA-rich tumor microenvironment affects several processes that favor the self-renewal, migrati on,

      and establishment of CSCs in different niches.
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      between bone marrow-derived human MSC and breast

        cancer cells promotes production of lysyl oxi-de novo

       dase (LOX) by carcinoma cells. They also observed

      that extracellular HA from MSCs induces Twist

       expression, the nuclear translocation of CD44, and the

        activation of the LOX promoter in cancer cells. In

      turn, processed and enzymatically active LOX stimu-

      lates Twist transcription, which mediates the MSC-

        triggered EMT of breast carcinoma cells [58]. In agree-

     ment, HA-overproducing breast tumor cells acquired

      stemness through the upregulation of TGF- andb

          induction of Snail and Twist, while a loss of EMT by

      inhibition of TGF- -Snail signaling or Twist knock-b

     down markedly reduced CSC subpopulations [59].

     Transforming growth factor-beta favors EMT by

       increasing the expression of HA synthase 2 (HAS-2).

       Porsch demonstrated that the regulatory mecha-et al.

      nisms of TGF- -induced EMT required HAS2 expres-b

      sion in mammary epithelial cells. This stimulatory

        effect requires the kinase active T RI and the activa-b

       tion of Smad and p38 MAPK. Furthermore, the

      silencing of HAS-2 inhibited the TGF- -induced EMTb

       diminishing the expression of EMT markers, such as

       fibronectin, Snail, and Zeb1 [60]. In addition, HA

     overproduction in transgenic mice overexpressing Has2

         resulted in a loss of the epithelial phenotype in sponta-

     neous mammary tumors by reducing E-cadherin

       expression and by inducing nuclear translocation of -b

 catenin [61].

    Stem-cell-specific transcription factors (as Sox2,

      Oct4, and Nanog), and their transcriptional networks

       are crucial for the development and maintenance of

      CSCs [1,2]. Several studies have recently emphasized

        the key role of CD44 in self-renewal and maintenance

         of CSCs [50]. For example, Shigeishi [62] haveet al.

    demonstrated that CD44-mediated GSK3 activationb

        is required for the maintenance of CSC properties in

      head and neck cancers: Inhibitory phosphorylation of

       GSK3B reduced the formation of tumor spheres and

      the expression of Oct4, Sox2, and Nanog.

   HA CD44 interaction in multidrug–

resistance

        Multidrug resistance (MDR) is a major obstacle for an

       effective cancer therapy. The drug resistance in CSCs

       can be attributed to several mechanisms: the activation

    of survival/anti-apoptotic signals; autophagy induc-

       tion; active DNA repair capacity; higher expression of

     ABC transporters; among others [1,2]. Overexpression

       of different ABC efflux transporters has been reported

       in several cancers and more predominantly in CSCs,

       since the ability of these transporters to expulse

       antitumoral drugs from tumor cells has been demon-

 strated [2].

           In the last years, the role of HA and CD44 in drug

        resistance has been widely studied. It has been deter-

      mined that HA CD44 interaction promote drug resis-–

       tance by activating survival pathways in several cancer

       types, including breast, lung, head, and neck carcino-

          mas, as well as in a lymphoma T model [50]. HA–

       CD44 interactions also regulate the expression of dif-

       ferent multidrug transporters in several types of cancer

       cells. Bourguignon [63] demonstrated that HAet al.

       binding to CD44 induced the association of Nanog

      and Stat-3 to stimulate Stat-3-dependent MDR1 gene

        expression in breast and ovarian cancer cells. In agree-

         ment with these findings, it has been shown that in

     response to carboplatin chemotherapy, ovarian cancer

     cells induced HA production favoring chemoresistance

      by regulating ABC transporter expression [64]. Even

      more, the systemic administration of CD44 targeted

     HA-MDR1 siRNA nanoparticles shown to enhance

        the sensitivity to paclitaxel and to decrease drug resis-

        tance in ovarian cancer [65]. In agreement with the

      data previously discussed, results from our laboratory

    demonstrate that co-treatment with low-molecular-

       weight HA and doxorubicin favored drug resistance in

       lymphoma T, osteosarcoma, and breast cancer cells by

     activating survival pathways and promoting angiogen-

      esis and [66].in vitro in vivo

     Mechanistically, the stabilization of ABC trans-

        porters by CD44 at the membrane of different tumor

       cells may be responsible for this important observa-

      tion. For example, CD44 shows co-localization with

       BCRP and P-glycoprotein (Pgp) and in the plasma

      membrane of malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor

     cells. Importantly, HA antagonist treatment induced

       internalization of the ABC transporters and CD44 in

        these cells [67]. Moreover, Pgp and CD44 could be

    coimmunoprecipitated in carcinoma and melanoma

       cells, suggesting a direct or indirect physical interac-

       tion [50,68]. Overall, these data document an impor-

       tant role for CD44 HA binding interactions in the–

      development of multidrug resistance of cancer cells

 and CSCs.

       As many tumors overexpress HA receptors, the cou-

         pling of cytotoxic drugs to HA emerges as a promising

       strategy for a modified chemotherapy, where a more

         efficient targeting of the drug to tumor cells allows to

       use lower treatment doses. Indeed, several studies have

       shown that the conjugation of antitumor drugs with

        HA reduced side effects of the therapy and increased

      cancer cell specificity [50,69]. For instance, doxoru-

     bicin-HA liposomes showed higher cytotoxicity com-

        pared with the drug alone and more than 100-fold
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      increased activity compared to liposomes devoid of

 HA [70].

     Role of HA in CSC niches

       Stem cells reside in a special microenvironmental niche

        that provides the major cues for their survival and

       maintenance, and similar conditions apply to CSCs [1–

         3]. HA is a primary ECM component of these stem-

      cell niches. For example, in hematopoietic malig-

      nances, ECM remodeling is important for continued

      recruitment of hematopoietic progenitor cells to the

  premetastatic niche [50].

        CD44 acts also as co-receptor for several ECM com-

      ponents (FGF, VEGF, TGF- , and MMPs amongb

      others), playing pivotal roles in intercellular communi-

        cation within CSC niches [50]. While CD44v3 serves as

       a co-receptor for FGF and VEGF, CD44v6 functions

        as an EGF and HGF co-receptor to potentiate recep-

     tor tyrosine kinase-mediated or CD44-mediated signal-

        ing critical for maintenance of a CSC phenotype [71].

      Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that CD44

      functions as receptor for osteopontin, enhancing the

       aggressiveness of glioma SCs in the perivascular niche

       [72]. Hypoxia is one of the fundamental processes

        implicated in tumor growth, and in recent years has

        also been proposed as a new mechanism to develop

     drug resistance: The hypoxic microenvironment pro-

      motes glioblastoma SC maintenance, and aids repro-

      gramming to a CSC phenotype [73,74]. Indeed,

    multiple HIF-regulated genes are preferentially

      expressed in CSCs compared with differentiated tumor

       cells [73]. Specifically, HIF-1a was found to upregulate

      CD44s, CD44v6, and CD44v7/8 expression in triple

       negative breast cancer, suggesting that CD44 plays a

       central role in signaling regulation circuits for the

      maintenance of cancer stemness under hypoxic condi-

 tions [74].

     Signaling mediated by stromal cell-derived factor-1

    (SDF-1/CXCL12) and its heptahelical chemokine

        receptor CXCR4 has a crucial role in mediating the

      interaction between CSCs and supporting cells within

        the CSC niche. The interaction of SDF-1 and CXCR4

        during tracking and homing of CSCs of several tumors

         in different niches, as well as the relation with other

        CSC markers such as CD44, has been widely studied.

         Avigdor have shown that HA is highly enrichedet al.

      in human bone marrow endosteal regions, particularly

     in sinusoidal endothelium and endosteum, regions

        where SDF-1 is abundant. The proximity of HA and

     SDF-1 facilitated the trans-endothelial migration and

       the anchorage of hematopoietic SCs to their microen-

     vironmental niches, inducing the adhesion of

       hematopoietic SCs to HA, and CD44 distribution to

        the leading edge of the migrating cells [75]. Consis-

          tently, it has been shown that CD44 is an essential reg-

      ulator of cell homing in microenvironmental niches

        and the maintenance of SC properties in acute myeloid

      leukemia (AML) progression. Jin demonstratedet al.

        that the alteration of CD44 function with the mAb

        H90 resulted in marked reduction of the leukemic bur-

      den NOD-SCID mice transplanted with primary AML

       cells. Specifically, it has been proposed that treatment

        with the H90 mAb altered the destination and homing

       of AML SCs, leading to their eradication [76].

       In agreement, CD44 and CXCR4 were found to

       physically interact in glioblastoma cells in the presence

        of SDF-1 ligand, and that interaction could be inhib-a

        ited by small HA oligosaccharides [77]. Even more, it

      was demonstrated that invasion ability of glioblastoma

        SCs was reduced by blockade of CXCR4, SDF-1, and/

      or CD44, suggesting that glioblastoma SC invasion

      may be mediated simultaneously by both mechanisms

       [78]. In concordance, Faber have demonstratedet al.

         that CD44 and CXCR4 are located mainly at the bor-

        derline of head and neck squamous tumor nests on

        particular niches, but not in the tumor stroma. They

        also proposed that the SDF-1-CXCR4 axis is a critical

         in cell trafficking in the CSC niche, while SDF-1 was

        not detected in the peripheral blood of patients [79].

  Conclusions and perspective

       Proteoglycans and GAGs are not only important regu-

      lators of physiological SC function during embryonic

     development and tissue regeneration, their aberrant

        expression in cancer cells and within cells and the

      ECM of the tumor microenvironment (and CSC

      niches) makes an important contribution to tumor

      progression and recurrence by modulating CSC prop-

        erties. In this context, selected PGs and GAGs emerge

      as therapeutic targets to induce differentiation of

        CSCs, and to guide therapeutics to the CSC popula-

        tion in order to prevent recurrence after a conven-

       tional radio or chemotherapy. While data generated in

       preclinical models show highly promising results in this

        respect, potential side effects of such therapies need to

      be carefully evaluated, specifically for PGs/GAGs with

      a widespread tissue distribution and for PGs/GAGs

   with highly context-dependent functions.
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